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A B STR A C T. A bounded, function ƒ from a group G into a nonarchimedean valued 
field K  is almost periodic (ƒ 6 AP(G —> K)) if its left translates form a compactoid 
in the uniform topology. In Chapter I uniqueness of a K -valued invariant mean is 
proved (Theorem 7.5). Chapter II is a technical preparation to Chapter III in which, 
for abelian G, all pairs G, K  are determined for which there exists an invariant mean 
on AP(G  —► K )  (Theorems 14.3 and 15.7). If G, K  is such a pair and K  is algebraically 
closed the characters form an orthonormal base of AP(G  —► K)  (Theorems 14.2 and
p
15.6). As an example, almost periodic functions on Qp are considered (§17).
IN T R O D U C T IO N . The following concept, which is directly borrowed from the theory 
of complex valued almost periodic functions, is studied in [3], [6], Let G be a group, 
let K  be a nonarchimedean valued field. A function ƒ : G —► K  is almost periodic if its 
left translates form a precompact set in the K-Banach space B(G  —* K )  of all bounded 
functions G —*■ K  with the supremum norm || ||oo* However, one might argue that 
this definition is too restrictive as even characters may not be almost periodic (see §1, 
Example 3). Thus, in this paper we shall study the consequences of replacing in the 
above ’precompact1 by ’compactoid’.
PR E L IM IN A R IE S . Throughout this paper G is a group with unit element e (if G 
is abelian and additively written the unit element is 0), and K  is a nonarchimedean 
valued field which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation | |. We shall 
admit trivial valuations.
For a prime number p, Qp is the valued field of the p-adic numbers, Z p :=  {A 6 Qp :
1
[À| < 1} and C p is the completion of the algebraic closure of Qj>.
A subset A of a if-vector space E  is absolutely convex if 0 £ A and if x, y  € A, A, ¿c € K ,  
|A| < 1, |/i| < 1 implies Ax -f- 6 A. For a subset Y of JS we denote the smallest 
if-subspace containing Y  by [Y], the smallest absolutely convex subset containing Y  by 
co Y. Observe that, if K  is trivially valued, c o F  =  [Y], If A C -E is absolutely convex 
we set A* := A if the valuation of K  is discrete, Ae := : A € K ,  |A| > 1} if the
valuation of K  is dense.
Let E  be a normed space over K . For a € E  and e > 0 we set B (a t e) :=  {x € E  : 
||a; — a\\ < e]. The closure of a set Y  C E  is Y. Instead of co Y  we write co Y .
The following crucial notion is a ’00^6X315^^0^ of precompactness, useful if i f  is not 
locally compact. A subset Y  of E  is a  compactoid if for each e >  0 there exists a 
finite set F  C E  such that Y  C I?(0, e) -f co F  (rather than Y  C B (0, e) -f F). For 
fundamentals on compactoids we refer to [6], [5], [10]. The (topological) dual space of 
E  is E \  the space of all linear continuous operators E  —► E  is C(E). For the notion of 
c-orthogonality (where 0 <  c < 1) and the symbol J_ we refer to [6]. E  is of countable 
type if there exists a countable set Y  C E  with [Y] =  E.
For a set X  let B ( X  —► K )  be the set of all bounded functions X  K .  With respect 
to pointwise operations and the supremum norm || ||oo, B ( X  —► K )  is a K -Banach 
algebra. Observe that, if K  is trivially valued then || ||oo is also trivial so that Y  C 
B ( X  —► K )  is a compactoid if and only if [Y] is finite dimensional.
For ƒ  :G  K  and s G G we set
ƒ.(*) = f{sx) (® 6 G)
ƒ*(*) = f(x s ) (x e  G)
n * ) { x e G )
fa ={ƒ.: 3 e  G)
f a = { f ‘ : s e G }
A character is a map a  : G —► Tk  := {A 6 K  : |A| =  1} for which ot(xy) =  a(a;)a(y) 
for all x, y £ G. The set of all characters is an abelian group G ^  under pointwise 
multiplication.
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C H A P T E R  I: G EN ER A L TH EO RY
§1, A LM O ST PE R IO D IC  FU N C T IO N S
D E F IN IT IO N  1 *1 , A function f  : G K  is almost periodic if f a  is a compactoid in 
B(G —* if) . The set of all almost periodic functions G —► if  is denoted AP(G  —* i f ).
Exam ples.
1 . For a character a  we have a c  € co{a}. Thus, trivially, characters are almost periodic.
2. A (left) representative function on G is an ƒ 6 B(G  —► if)  for which [fo] is finite 
dimensional. Since f o  is also bounded it is a compactoid. Thus, the collection %{G —► 
if )  of all representative functions is in AP(G  —► if).
Let E  be a finite dimensional normed space over K .  A bounded representation of G in E  
is a homomorphism s »-► U3 of G into the group of all invertible elements of C(E) such 
that sup{||l/jx|| : a € G} < oo for each x E E. If s i-* Ua is a bounded representation 
and x £ E t f  e E '  then s ƒ([/,£) is in H(G —► if),
3. We shall say (see the Introduction) that an ƒ 6 2?(6r—t-if) is strictly almost periodic 
(ƒ 6 SAP(G —* if)) if /g  is precompact. Obviously, S'AP(6? —► if) c  AP((? —► if). If 
each closed bounded subset of i f  is compact then ’compactoidifcy’ and ’precompactness’ 
are identical notions in B(G  —* if )  so SA P (G  —► if)  =  —► if). To see that 
equality does not hold in general, let i f  be algebraically closed and let G be the group 
of roots of unity in if . Then G is a discrete infinite subgroup of Tk  ([9], Exercise 32.G). 
The identity a : G i f  is a character (hence, a  6 AP(G  — if)) but a(G), hence a<?, 
is not precompact (so, a SA P (G  -+ if)).
4. If the valuation of i f  is trivial then 7Z(G —> if )  — AP(G if).
§2. G EN ER A L P R O P E R T IE S  OF AP(G  if )
In this section we prove the non-archimedean counterparts of some basic facts from the 
theory of complex almost periodic functions.
First we show that ’left almost periodicity’ and ’right almost periodicity’ axe identical 
notions.
T H E O R E M  2.1 . I f  ƒ G AP(G  if)  then f °  is a compactoid.
Proof. Let e > 0 By compactoidity of f o  there exist e i , . . . , e n G B((? •—> K )  and 
functions Ax,. . . ,  An : G —► K  with HA^oo < 1 for each i G {1,---- , ra} such that for all
s e G n
II f* “  5 3  A*(5)e,il°o — £ 
i - i
i.e.
1 / 0 0  "  ^  £ (a, t  €  G)
¿«1
or
|| ƒ * - £ > ( * ) A.-IU <  e ( t e f f ) .
*=i
We see that the bounded set / G is contained in J9(0,e) +  [Aj,. . .  An]. Hence, f G is a 
compactoid.
R em ark By taking e =  0 in the above proof (and by making the obvious modifications) 
we find that left representative function* equals ’right representative function5. If ƒ G
7Z(G ~► K )  then 61m[fa] — dim[/G].
PR O PO SIT IO N  2.2. Let ƒ G AP(G  -+ K ). Then := { f t  : 3,t  G G} is a
compactoid.
Proof. Let e > 0. There exist G AP(G  -+ K )  such that f G C £(0 ,e) -f
co{ex,. . . ,  e«}. For each t G {1,... ,n} we can find, by Theorem 2.1, a finite set; F{ C
AP(G  —► K )  such that e f  C jB(0, e) +  co Fi. Set F  := (J Then JF1 is finite and for
i=i
each 3,<G(? we have
f i  G i?(0, s)* H- ,. * *, Cr} C J5(0, £) +  B(0y g) -(- co F  =  -0(0, £) -f* co F.
PR O PO SIT IO N  2.3. Let s G C?. I f  f  : G -+ K  is almost periodic then so are ƒ„ f*  
and ƒv .
Proof. We only prove almost periodicity of f v . For any t G G we have ( / v)t_i =  ( / f)v 
so that (f y )a =  ( / ° ) v> which is the image of a compactoid under the continuous linear 
map g t-* <7V, hence a compactoid. Thus, / v G AP(£? —»■ if).
LEM M A  2.4. X  be a set and let K, Z  be compactoids in B ( X  —* K ). Then so is
Y-Z  -= { f g ^ f  e r > g e z } .
Proof, y, Z  are bounded; without loss we may assume their diameter to be <
Let 0 < e < 1 . By Katsaras’ Theorem (see [10]) there exist e i , . . . , e n in the unit
4
g
ball of B ( X  —► if )  such that Y  C 5(0 , e) +  co{ei,. . . ,  en}. Similarly, there exist 
/ l i  * * * 1 fm  in. the unit ball of B ( X  -* i f ) such that Z  C B (0, e) +  co{f t , . . . ,  / m}. Since 
5 (0 ,e) • co{ei,. . . ,  en} and B (0, e) • co { /i,. . . ,  / m} are contained in B (0, e) we have
X  * Y  C (5(0 , e) +  co{ex, . . . ,  en})(B(0, e) +  co{ft  , . . . ,ƒ „ } )
d  -®(0, s) "f" Co(ej ƒ]_, Ci ƒ2, C2 /xj «. . ,  6«/m}
»
which proves the lemma.
T H E O R E M  2,5. AP(G  —> if )  w a closed unitary K-subalgebra of B(G  —> if). 
P roof. Clearly the fonction s t-* 1 (a G G) is almost periodic. Let f ,g  E AP(G  -+ if), 
A 6 i f . Then
(i) ( \ f  )o -  Af G
(ii) (ƒ +  g)a C / a  +  go 
(Hi) ( fg )o  C f o - g o
The sets at the right hand sides of (i) and (ii) are images of the compactoids ƒ<?, f a  X f o  
respectively under a linear continuous map, proving that AP{G  —► if)  is a if-vector 
space. Lemma 2.4 and (iii) show that AP(G  —► i f ) is multiplicatively closed. To prove 
topological closedness, let ƒ G AP(G —> if) , let e > 0. There is a g £ AP(G  —► if )  with 
IIƒ ~ 0||oo 5: s. There is a finite set F  C B(G  —► if)  such that </<? C 5(0, e) -f-co F. Since 
||/a—^ «lloo <  e for all 3 G G we also have ƒ g C 5(0, £r)-fco F  implying ƒ G AP(G  -+ if).
COROLLARY 2.6.
(i) The uniform closure o fK (G  -+ if )  «  m AP(G ~v if).
(ii) I f  f  G AP(G —► if)  and P  : i f  —* i f  is a polynomial function then P o f  G AP{G 
if).
PR O B LEM . Do we have ?£(£? —► if)  »  AP(G  —► if)? (For a partial answer, see 
Theorems 14.2 and 15.6.)
PR O B LEM . Let ƒ G AP(G —» if )  such that inf{|/(x)| : x E G} > 0. Does it follow 
that 1 /ƒ  G AP(G -+ if)?
P R O P O S IT IO N  2.7. £ei ƒ G AP(G —+ if )  and let cr : i f  —► i f  be a continuous 
automorphism of if .  T/ien <ro ƒ G AP((? —► if).
P roof. As a  is a homeomorphism ([9], Exercise 9.D) the valuation x i-> |o*(af)| (x G if)  
is equivalent to | |, so there exists a c > 0 such that |x| =  |^(îc)|c for all x E if . Now 
let £ > 0. There exist ex,. . .  en G B(G  —* if )  such that
f a  C 5 (0 ,ec) +  co{el5. . . ,  e„}.
5
(o-o f ) G =  <to f G C 5 (0 ,e ) +  co{eroei,...<7oen}
implying a o ƒ e AP{G  -+ K ).
§3. EX TEN SIO N  OF TH E BASE FIELD
We need the following elementary lemma on compactoids.
LEM M A 3.1, Let E  be a normed space over K .  A subset Y  of E  is a compactoid if 
and only if Y  is bounded and for each e > 0 there exists a finite set F  C Y  such that
Y C B (  0,e)  +  [ i l .
Proof. Suppose Y  is a compactoid. Then Y  is bounded. By Katsaras’ Theorem there 
exists, for each e > 0, a finite set E  C [Y] such that Y  C 5(0, e) +  co H . For each 
z G H  there exists a finite set Fx C Y  such that z € [-F1*]. Then Y  C 5(0, e) +  [F] 
where F  is the finite set (J Fz. The converse: Y  is a bounded local compactoid, hence
z£H
a compactoid by [5], Theorem 6.7, (a) <==> (7) and 6.q.
In this section (L, | |) is a complete valued field extending (if, | |). Our purpose is 
to compare AP(G  — ► if) and AP(G  - +  jL ) .  First some terminology. For a subset Y  of 
a Banach space E  over L  we say that Y  is a if-compactoid (£ -compactoid) if it is a 
compactoid in E  considered as a Banach space over K(L). In the same spirit we use 
expressions like col!% cok Y ,  \Y]k, PHl? e*c*
PR O PO SIT IO N  3.2. Lei X  be a set} lei Y  C B ( X  -+ K ). Then Y  is a K-compactoid 
in B ( X  —> if )  if and only i f Y  is an L-compactoid in B (X  —+ L).
Proof. Trivially, if Y  is a if-compactoid then it is an X-compact oid. Conversely, let Y  
be an ¿-compactoid, let e > 0. By Lemma 3.1 there exists a finite subset {c i,. . .  ,en} 
of Y  such that
Y  C 5 (0 ,e) +  [e i,. . . , en]z,
Let y 6 Y . There exist Aj, . . . ,  A n 6 L  such that
n
(*) y(z) =  ¿(3) +  5 3  **«¿00 (x £ x )
1=1
where 6 € B ( X  -+ X), ||£||oo < £• Now set
D  : =  [1 , A i , . . . ,  A « ] #  C  L .
It follows that
6
Since ei(x) G i f  for each i we have 6(x) € D for each x G X .  There exists a if-linear 
map <p : D  —► if  with y?(l) =  1 and \y>{d)\ < 2\d\ for each d  6 D. Application of (p to 
(*) leads to
n
y(X) =  <p(S(x)) +  '¿T <p(*i)ei(x ) (X €  X )
1=1
yielding
y € 5 (0 ,2e) +  [e*,. . . ,  en] K
This, together with the boundedness of Y, implies by Lemma 3.1 that Y is a if- 
compactoid.
R em ark. By taking e — 0 in the above proof we obtain that, if dim^ [Y]l < oo then
dim k [Y)k  =  dim L[Y]^
T H E O R E M  3 .3 . AP(G  -► i f ) =  AP(G L) n B(G  -> if).
P roof. The inclusion AP(G  —► if )  C AP(G —► L) PI B(G  —> if)  is obvious. Conversely, 
if ƒ € AP(G —y L) C\B(G —+ if )  then /g  is an X-compactoid and is in B(G  —► if). By 
Proposition 3.2 it is a if-compactoid, so f  £ AP(G  —► AT).
R em ark. ft(C? —> if )  =  'TtyG L) fl 5(6? —► if) (see the Remark above).
R em ark . In general we do not have [AP(G —> if)]x, =  AP(G  —► L) (see the Remark 
following Theorem 16.1).
§4. IN T E R M E Z Z O : A C O M PA R ISO N  O F SAP(G  -+ if )  AND AP{G  -♦ if)
Recall (see §1 , Example 3 and Introduction) that, by definition, an ƒ : G —► i f  is in 
SA P (G  —* if )  if f o  is precompact in B(G  —► if). Let P(G  —*■ if )  (see [6], Example
3.E) be the if-Banach algebra of all ƒ £ B(G  —► if)  for which f[G)  is a compact subset 
of if .  In this section we prove the following theorem*
T H E O R E M  4.1.
(i) SA P (G  -> i f ) =  P(G  i f ) n AP{G  -+ if).
(ii) 5A P(G  -+ if )  ¿s t/ie cfoaure of the K-linear span of the idempotents in AP(G  -+
K).
We shall prove three lemmas which together form a  proof of Theorem 4.1.
LEM M A  4.2. SA P (G  K )  c  P(<? -> K )  n  AP(G  -» if) .
Proof. Only SAP(G  —> K )  C P(G  —» K )  may need a proof. So, let ƒ £ SAP{G  —► K). 
Then f(G )  is the image of the precompact set f a  under the map g ¿7(e). Hence, f(G )  
is precompact.
LEM M A 4.3. I f  h is an idempotent in AP(G  —* K ) then ho is finite, in particular 
h £ SAP{G K).
Proof. We have h(G) C {0,1} so, by Theorem 3.3, h £ AP(G  —► K q) where K q is the 
closure of the prime field of K. We have two cases.
(i) Ko is isomorphic to Qp for some prime p, or is a finite field. Then each bounded 
subset of Ko is compact so ho is precompact (see §1 , Example 3). If hs ^  ht for some 
8)t & G then \\ha — A<||oo =  1*
It follows that ha  is finite,
(ii) K q  is isomorphic to Q with the trivial valuation. Then h £ 1Z(G —► Q) (see §1, 
Example 4) so n dim[/iG]Q is finite. There exist , . , ,  x n £ G such that
(g(xi ),g(x2) , . . . ,g ( x „ ) )  
is a Q-linear isomorphism [ha]q  —► Q” . For each $ & G we have
=  (h(sxx), h(sx2) , . . . ,  h(sxn)) 
which is a sequence of zeros and ones. Then, $(Ag) is finite and so is Hq .
LEM M A 4.4. Lei f  £ AP(G  —> K )  fi P(G —*■ K ). For each e > 0 there exist
n
idempoients e i , . . .  en 6 AP(G  —► K) and Ai,, . . ,  An £ K  such that || ƒ — £  A^Uoo < e.
_____________  i = i
Proof. By compactness of f(G )  the equivalence relation defined by x ~  y if |x — y\ < e 
yields a partition of f{G) into say, n balls B \ , B2). . . ,  B n (relative to f(G ))  of radius e. 
For each i £ {1 , . . . ,  n } choose an Xi 6  G with ƒ ($*) £ B{ and define h : G K  by
n
1=1
(Here for a subset Y  of G, £y denotes the If-valued characteristic function of V.) 
By construction || ƒ — /i||oo < £• We complete the proof by showing that for each 
i £ {1 , . . . , « }  the idempotent £ƒ-!(£.) is in AP[G  —> K)> By the Kaplansky-Weierstrass 
Theorem ([9], Theorem 43.3) there exist polynomial functions P i ,P 2, . . .  : K  -+ K  such 
that Pn —► foi uniformly on f{G). Then lim Pn 0 ƒ =  £b/ 0 ƒ = i f^ (B ;)  uniformly on
n~+00 '
G. By Corollary 2.6(ii) and Theorem 2.5, £ƒ-!(£.) £ AP(G  —► K).
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§5. SEPA R A TIO N  O F VARIABLES
In this section we study the formula
OO
ƒ(*y) =  X I an(x)bn(y) ( i ,  y 6 G)
n=1
for ƒ 6 AP(G —+ if )  and suitable functions an and 6n.
First, a technicality. Recall ([6]) that, if i f  is nontrivially valued and c 6 (0,1], a 
sequence f t, f t , . . .  in B{G —* if )  is (by definition) c-orthogonal if for each n € N and
Aj,. . .  An £ K
n
T . ^ i W  OO ^ c max HA.'ttHOO ■
,  1
In this paper we extend this definition by allowing i f  to have a trivial valuation. It is 
not hard to see that if i f  is trivially valued and ft, f t , ... 6 B(G  —► if) are nonzero then 
ft j 92». ♦ * is c-orthogonal for some c 6 (0 ,1] if and only if the f t, f t , . . .  are if-linearly 
independent.
LEM M A  5.1. Let ƒ € AP(G  —* if) , /et A G i f , A “  1 i f  ike valuation of i f  is 
discrete, |A| > 1 i f  the valuation of K  is dense. Then there exist a |Aj~1 -orthogonal 
sequence 62, . . .  in A co fa  with lim ||&n||oo =  0, and functions 01, 02,. • • : G —* i fn—>00
OO
ƒ(*v) = 13 an(*)6»(!/) (*> y 6 °)
n=l
Proof. First assume that the valuation of i f  is not trivial. By compactoidity of f a  
there exists ([6], 4.36A and 4.37) a | A j 1 -orthogonal sequence , 62, . .  • in A co f a  such 
that lim | | | | 00 =  0 and f G C c0{bu  62, ...}, So, for each x € G there exist (unique)
n —► 00
00
elements ai(x),a2(s)*. . .  of J9(0,l) C i f  for which f x =  an{z)bn i*e.
n~l
00
ƒ(*$/) = ^ 2  an(x)bn(y) (x, y e G)
n=1
If the valuation of i f  is trivial then [/¿?] is finite-dimensional, let 61, . . . ,  bn be a base. In
n
the above spirit we find a i , . . . ,  an : G —► i f  such that f (x y )  =  X) a«(*) i^’(y) (®> V £ G).
t=sl
To arrive at the conclusion, take a* =  hi = 0 if i > n.
R em ark. By Theorem 2.1 we obtain also a true statement, if in the formulation of 
Lemma 5.1 we replace f a  by f G and }{xy) by f(yx) .
PR O PO SIT IO N  5.2. Let ƒ G AP(G  -+ K ). Let S  :== co f G, let E  :=  [ƒ<?]. I f  j  G E 1,
||<j>\\ < 1 then a </>(f9) is an element of S*. (In particular, it is almost periodic, and 
these conclusions hold for any <j> G AP(G —* K ) f with ||<£|| < l.J
Proof. Choose A £ jA| > 1 if the valuation of K  is dense, A =s 1 otherwise; 
we prove that s i-*- <j>{f3) is in A2 S. By the above remark there exists a sequence 
a i ,a2, ... in A S  with lim ||on||cx» =  0 and &i, 62, - - - : G —► £ ( 0, 1 ) C K  such that
n-+ 00
f (x y )  =  £  an(x)bn(y) (x ,y  6 G) i.e.
n = 1
00
(*) ƒ* =  5 3  G
n—1
Let be the Banach space generated by E  U {61, 62, . Then (f> can be extended 
to an element <j> € E[ for which ||^|| < |A|. (If the valuation is discrete then K  is 
spherically complete and we have the Hahn-Banach Theorem ([6], Theorem 4.8), if the 
valuation is dense, observe that E\  is of countable type and apply [6], Theorem 3.16 
(vi).) Application of $ to (*) yields
00
0 ( / z )  *  ^  j  ^ n ( a' ) ^ ( 6 n )
Tl*^ l
Thus, our function s (j>{fa) equals
00
5 3  an<t>(bn) 
n = 1
which is in A2S  since for each n 6 N, an £ AS  and |$ ( 6 n ) |  < |A| | |6 n ||oo ^  |A|.
PR O PO SIT IO N  5.3. For a function ƒ : G —* K  the following statements are equi­
valent.
(a) ƒ is almost periodic.
(¡3) There exist sequences n H a n and n *-* bn in B(G  —* K )  with lim _ !l«nj|oo||6n|J OO —
n — k x >
00
0 and f{xy)  =  £  a n ( x ) b n ( y )  (a:, y  G G).
1
(7) There exist sequences rn-+an and in AP(G  —> K ) with lim ||an||oo||6n||oo
O O
=  0 and f(x y )  =  £  0»(a)&n(sO (s, y G <2).
n = l
10
(£) Let A G if , A =  1 if the valuation of i f  is discrete, |A| > 1  if the valuation of If 
is dense. Then there exist sequences n *-* an in co f G, n bn in co /g , n cn 
in i f  with lim ||an||oo -  lim ||6„||oo = 0, Hen««!!«, < |A|, H c ^ U ^  < |A| for each
n —^ oo n —* oo
OO
n G N,and f ( x y ) =  £  cnanO)&n(y) (*,!/ € G).
n = l
Proof, (a) => (£). Choose y, G if ,  1 <  |/*j2 < |Aj if the valuation of i f  is dense, fi = 1 
otherwise. By Lemma 5.1 there exists a I“1-orthogonal sequence <ji, 52»•• * in fi co /<y 
with lim ||in||oo =  0 and functions p i ,p2, . . .  : G -*+ £{0,1) C if  such thatU—>00
OO
ƒ* =  y )  (a € G).
n=l
Now set
=  *^>npn i =  fi , Cn =  i f  5 n  ^
<*n — 0 }&n“ 0 jCfjSsO if in ~  0
where dn G i f  is chosen such that
IH^IItfnlloo <  \dn| < Iknlloo tf the valuation is dense
|<L | =  | |? n | |o o  if the valuation is discrete.
We prove that an G co ƒG (the other statements of (6) are easily checked). To this end 
we may suppose that qn ^  0. Let <ƒ> be the coordinate map
/
y :  a„
defined on the Banach space generated by {tfi, #2, • <.}. Observe that this space contains 
[/g]- By |/i I” 1-orthogonality
\*{T. AjgQI — ll^ n j|o<^ || An3n||oo < \fl\ ||^ r*||ex^ II Atgi||OO
so that |{<j>\\ <  \fi\ H^nll^1' By our choice of dn the map fs~l dn<j> has norm < 1 if the 
valuation is discrete, < 1 if the valuation is dense. Proposition 5*2 then tells us that
x i-> i T l dn<f>(fx)
*
is in co f ° .  But since
OO
¿(/«) = =  Pn(x) (x  6 G)
1=1
we have that an =  /i 1dnpn G co f ° .
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The implications (5) =4- (7) =*► (/5) are trivial. We prove (/?) (a). We may assume 
in (/?) that ||ûn||oo < 1 for each n and lim ||&n||oo =  0. Then (/?) implies that for each
n —*-oo
i e £ ?
O O
n = l
and f a  is a compactoid.
§6* CONVOLUTION ON TH E DUAL SPACE
Throughout §6, E  is a closed subspace of AP(G  —» K ) that is shift invariant (i.e. f  € E  
implies f a  C E  and f G C E). We shall define a convolution product ★ on its dual E l. 
First a notation. For fi( f)  (ƒ G -E, fi € E 1) we sometimes shall write ƒ  /(x)c?^(x) (just 
for convenience, no 1 measure5 is involved).
Let \l, v G E 1 and ƒ G E. By Proposition 5.3 (a) (£) we may write
OO
f(xv) = °n(a!)5n(v) (*» v e G)
n = l
where an and 6n are again in E  and lim ||an||ooi|&n||oo ”  0* Then
n-~+oo
/ oo
f(xy)du(y) =  ^  an(*)v(6n)
n = l
is also in E  and we can apply p. to it obtaining
)
and we have defined a map n * v  : E  —* K .  Before studying it we observe that (fx*v)(f)  
can also be obtained by applying v to the function y h-v v ( f v). Thus we have the 
following
PR O PO SIT IO N  6.1 . (‘FUBINI THEOREM’) Let f i , v € E $, ƒ G E. Then
/ < /  f(xy)dv(y))dfi.(x) =  / < /  f{xy)dfi(x))dv(y).
Henceforth we shall omit unnecessary brackets and write
0‘ * v ) ( f )  = ƒ ƒ f{xy)dv{y)dn{x) -  J  J f(xy)d/x(x)dv(y).
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P R O P O S IT IO N  6.2. With convolution as multiplication the space E r (in particular, 
AP(G  —► K)*) is a K-Banach algebra with un it I f  G is commutative then so is E 1, 
Proof. Let /z, v G E !. From the definition it follows that p. * v is a if-linear map 
E  —► if . From
10* * ")(/)l < Ml sup M/*)l < Ml I HI I ƒ lloo (ƒ e E )
*6 G
we obtain p-kv  G E ' and ||^ * i/|| < ||/x|| \\v\\. The unit element of E ( is 8e define by 
6e( f )  f (e )  (ƒ G E). The rest of the proof is also straightforward.
V
§7. IN V A R IA N T  M EANS
Let us call a closed shift invariant subspace E  of AP(G  —► if)  a special G-module if E  
contains the constant functions and if ƒ € E  implies ƒv 6 E. Examples of such special 
G-modules are AP(G  —► if), SAP(G  —*■ if) , —► if), the set of all almost periodic 
functions that are continuous with respect to some group topology on G.
D E F IN IT IO N  7.1. Let E  be a special G-module. An element fi of E 1 is a left 
invariant mean on E  if
(i) t i f . )  =  t i f )  (ƒ € e , s e G )
(ii) n( l )  =  1
(iii) \\tx\\ =  1.
(Here, the symbol 1 is used for both the constant function one and the unit element of 
if .)  Similarly one defines right invariant mean* If y, is both a left invariant mean and 
a right invariant mean it is an invariant mean.
LEM M A  7.2. I f  fi G E 1 is a left invariant mean then /¿v, defined by
/iv ( / )  =  K / v )>
is a right invariant mean.
Proof. We have /¿v € £?', /¿v(l) =  1, \\yv \\ — ||/*||* For 8 G (7, ƒ € E  we have y v ( f 9) =
K U ' T ) = K ( . n ^ ) = M i n = / ^ ( / ) -  
f
LEM M A  7*3. Each left invariant mean on E w a right invariant mean.
Proof. Let pL G E* be a left invariant mean. By Lemma 7.2, /xv is a right invariant 
mean. Let ƒ G E. We have
Ov*/*) = ƒ ƒ f(xy)dn(y)dfiv(x) = p(/)/xv(l) =
t
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(¿iv */<)(ƒ) =  ƒ J f(xy)dfiv (x)dn(y) =
Hence, ( i~  ¡iv and y  is right invariant.
The following corollary obtains.
TH EO R EM  7.4. Let E be a special G-module.
(i) I f  and fi2 are left (right) invariant means on E then pi =  ¿¿2-
(ii) I f  fi is a left (right) invariant mean on E then [i is an invariant mean and fi =  /xv , 
Proof, (i) Let ^x,/x2 be left invariant means. By Lemma 7.3 y.\ is right invariant. Like 
in the previous proof one has fi\ *^2 =  M2 and Hi * {¿2 — y-i-
(ii) Obvious from Lemma 7.3.
We state two further corollaries.
TH EO R EM  7.5. (UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR INVARIANT MEANS)
There exists at most one invariant mean on AP(G  —* if),
TH EO R EM  7.6. Let r be a group topology on G. Then, on the set of all r-continuous 
almost periodic functions G —*■ K , there exists at most one invariant mean.
But also, with Proposition 6.1,
§8. A C R IT E R IO N  FO R  EX ISTEN C E OF IN V A R IA N T M EA N S
In contrast to the theory of complex valued almost periodic functions, invariant means 
on AP(G  —► K )  do not always exist. For example, this happens if G =  Zp and K  =  Qp. 
(Proof. Let ƒ : Zp —* Qp be the function x  h-» x. Then for each s £ Zp we have f 9(x) — 
s +  i ^ e Z p )  whence ƒ* =  a.l +  ƒ G [1, ƒ], so ƒ € 7£(ZP Qp). If /i e  A P (Z p -+ Qp)'
is shift invariant then from f i  — 1 +  ƒ we obtain (x(l) =  fx{fi) — n (f)  — 0 ^  1 .)
In Theorem 8.2 we shall give a criterion of existence of invariant means. The proof is 
somewat involved as K  may not be spherically complete so we do not have the ’full’ 
Hahn-Banach Theorem. For that very reason we first consider a slight extension of the 
results of §7. Let E  be a special Cr-module. Let us say that y  € B* is a topological left 
invariant mean if y  satisfies (i) and (ii) of Definition 7.1 (i.e., the condition ||^|| =  1 
is dropped). Similarly we introduce ’topological right invariant mean1 and ’topological 
invariant mean’. The following extension of Theorem 7.4 emerges directly from the 
proofs of the Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3.
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P R O P O S IT IO N  8.1 . Let E  be a special G-module.
(i) I f  fix and fi2 are left (right) topological means on 12 then fi\ =  /¿2-
(ii) I f  ¡1 is a left (right) topological invariant mean on E  then \i is a topological invariant 
mean and \l =  fiw.
For any special G-module E  c  AP(G  —► if) we introduce
&  :=  If* - .  ƒ : ƒ € JB, a € G] 
H r :=* [ƒ• -  ƒ : ƒ € JB, 3 6 G]
T H E O R E M  8.2. Por a ¿pecta/ G-module E  C AP(G —*■ if )  t&e following are equiva­
lent.
(a  ) There exists an invariant mean on E .
(/? ) 1 X i?*.
(7 ) 1 J_ i i r .
(6 ) 1  JL £T.
/ƒ (a) — (/?) are true then H i — H r = H  and dim E / H  =  1 .
P roof. For trivially valued K  the purely algebraic proof (1 X H l if and only if 1 £ H l 
etc,) is left to the reader. So assume the valuation of K  is not trivial. For the equivalence 
of (oc) — (6) it suffices, by symmetry, to prove (a) =£- (S) (¡3) -=$> (a).
(a) => (6). Let M  be an invariant mean on E. Then M  vanishes on H  so that for all
g 6 H
1 =  |M(1)| =  \M(1 - g ) \ <  ||1 -  g\\oo
We conclude that 1 X -H\
(£) =$> (/3). Trivial,
(f3) =>► (a). First, let F  C E  be a special G-module which is of countable type as a 
Banach space. Set H lF :=[ƒ■ — ƒ : ƒ  6 F, s £ G\. Then 1 X Up. The map
<j>: A.l -f- </ <—► A (A E if, g £
defined on K .l  + H lF is if-linear and \\(f>\\ = 1 , by orthogonality. Thanks to [6], Theorem 
3.16 (vi), for each £ > 0 we can choose an extension M e 6 F* of <j> with \\Me\\ < 1 -f-e. By 
construction, each Me is a topological left invariant mean on F, From Proposition 8.1 
we infer that M  := M £ does not depend on e. But then \\M\\ < 1 +£ for each e >  0 so M  
is an invariant mean on F. Thus, at this stage of the proof we have shown that on each 
special G-module F  C 22, F  of countable type, there exists a (unique) invariant mean 
Mp. As each element ƒ of E  lies in such a G-module viz. [{1} U ƒ§  U ( / v)§] we can,
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by uniqueness, glue the M p 's together obtaining a map M  : E  K* A straightforward 
argument yields that M  is an invariant mean on E.
For the second part of the Theorem, assume (a) — (5); we prove that i f , l  +  I I 1 =  E. 
Suppose we had an ƒ G E, f  $ K .I  + H l. Let F  be the smallest special G-module in E  
containing ƒ. Then F  is of countable type and (with H p  as above) ƒ $ if. 1 -f H lF. As 
the latter set is closed the maps
<f>\ i A ƒ +  (jl. 1 +  h i—► A 4* M 
<¡>2 i A/ +  4* h i—* fx
are in ( i f /  4- i f . l  4- #¿0 '. They extend to elements ^1,^ 2 of P  . By construction 
$1 and <f>2 are topological left invariant means on P , so <j> 1 — $2 (Proposition 8.1), a 
contradiction.
(A,/i e K ,  h 6 Hp)
We state a few corollaries.
TH EO R EM  8.3. Let (£, | \) be a complete valued field extending (if, j |). I f  M  : 
AP(G L) —> L is an (LAinear) invariant mean on AP(G  —► L ) tf/ten M|j4.P((? —> if )  
is a ( if -linear) invariant mean : AP(G  —* if )  —+ if .
Proof. Let _____________________________
Hi : « [ ƒ . - ƒ : ƒ  € AP(G -> L), 3 € G]l
H2 := [ ƒ , - ƒ  : ƒ € AP(G if), s 6 <?]#
Then #2 C -ffi- By Theorem 8.2 M  has the form
Jtf : A.1 +  h > A (A€X, /iGtfi)
From 1 _L #1 it follows that 1 _L # 2- So, again by Theorem 8.2, AP((? if )  5= if. 14-#2 
and
N : A.l +  h A ( \ € K ,  he  H2)
is the (unique) invariant mean on AP(G —► if). We see that iV is the restriction of M  
to AP((? -+ if).
PR O PO SIT IO N  8.4. Let f  G AP(G  —♦ if)  arcd /et if* be the smallest closed subfield 
of i f  containing f(G ). I f  M  is an invariant mean on AP(G  if) then M( f )  G ifi- 
Proof, By Theorem 3.3 we have ƒ G AP((? —► ifi). Now apply Theorem 8.3,
PR O PO SIT IO N  8.5. I f  M  is an invariant mean on AP(G  —► if)  and <? : i f  —+ i f  is
a continuous automorphism then
a (M (f))  =  M(<t o ƒ) (ƒ G AP(G  -* if)).
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N  : f  o ƒ))
is a K -linear continuous map AP(G K )  —> K .  As a  o -  (o- o ƒ), for all s £ G, 
N  is shift invariant. Since also N  1 =  1, N  is a topological left invariant mean so that 
N  =  M  by Proposition 8.1.
The following observation is simple.
P R O P O S IT IO N  8.6. I f  there exists an invariant mean on AP(G  —► K ) and H is a 
normal subgroup of G then there exists an invariant mean on A P (G /H  —► K).
Proof. Let tt : G —► G /E  be the quotient map, let M  be an invariant mean on 
AP (G  —>■ K ).  One verifies immediately that ƒ M ( f  o 7r) is an invariant mean on
A P (G /H  -v K).
PR O B LEM . Characterize the pairs G, K  for which there exists an invariant mean on
AP(G  -* K).
C om m ent. For abelian G the problem will be solved in Chapter III (Theorems 14.3 
and 15.7). For the general case so far we only have the modest results below (obtained 
by brute force).
P R O P O S IT IO N  8.7. Suppose each finite subset o fG  generates a finite subgroup. Let 
k be the residue class field of K . ,
(i) I f  the characteristic of k is 0 then there exists an invariant mean on AP(G  —► K).
(ii) I f  the characteristic of A is p ^  0 and G is p-free (i.e. i f  Hi C E% are subgroups 
then the index [H2 : JSi], whenever finite, is not divisible by p) then there exists an 
invariant mean on AP(G K).
Proof. There exists a nontrivially valued spherically complete field (L, [ |) extending 
(if, | |). By [7], Theorem 3.6 there exists an invariant mean on B(G  —+ L), hence on 
AP(G  —y L ). Now apply Theorem 8.3.
P R O P O S IT IO N  8.8. Let the residue class field of K  have characteristic p ^  0. I f  
there exists an invariant mean on AP(G  —► K ) then no finite quotient group of G has 
elements of order p.
P ro o f  Let i r : G —» G' be a surjective homomorphism while G' is finite with cardinality 
n. There exists an invariant mean M  on AP(G* —* K )  =  K °  (Proposition 8.6). By 
translation invariance n ili( f |e}) =  il£(£g*) =  1- Hence
1 = |nM(£{e})| < |n|.
We see that n is not divisible by p.
P roof. Proposition 2.7 and continuity of cr-1 yield that
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C H A PT E R  II: PER TU R B A TIO N  TH EO RY
The purpose of this Chapter is to develop a technique and to prove the Focussing 
Theorem 9.4 yielding Theorem 13.1 which is an essential stepping stone to the abelian 
theory in Chapter III.
§9. EPSILO N  CH A RA CTERS AND BLU RRED  R EPR ESEN TA TIO N S
We start off by quoting [12], §1.
D E FIN IT IO N  9*1 Let G be an abelian group, let 0 < £ < 1 . A function ƒ : G —► Tk
(=  {A 6 K  : |A| =  1}) is an e-character if
If ( x  + y ) ~  f ( x ) f ( y )| < e (*, y e  G).
The following result is proved in [12], Corollary 1.2. 
TH EO R EM  9.2 (ONEDIMENSIONAL FOCUSSING THEOREM)
Let K  be algebraically closed with residue class field k, let G be an abelian group. Assume
(i) i f  the characteristic of k is 0 then G is a torsion group,
(ii) i f  the characteristic of k is 0 then x *-+ px (x 6 G) is a bijection G —y G.
Then, for each £ € (0,1) and e-character ƒ :£ ? -+  Tk  ihere exists a (unique) character 
a  : G Tfc such that | f ( x )  — ¿*(a:)j < e for all x  6 G.
We now extend the notion of e-character to higher dimensions. For convenience let us 
say that a hi-normed space is a triple (E, || |ji, || (¡2) where E  is a nonzero finite 
dimensional space over K  and where || ||i, || ||2 are norms on E  satisfying
il^li* _ _ Z7t__ / A I ^te  •= sup{ j—p  : x 6 E, x ^  o j
I \\xWx J
D E FIN IT IO N  9.3, Let G be an abelian group, let (jE7, || |ji, || ||2) be a bi- 
normed space. A map s A b of G into jC(JB) is a blurred representation of G in
(*MI Ik. II IU) if
(i) Each A s is an isometry for || ||i and for || ||2.
(ii) For all s, i £ G
||Aa+ix — A àAtx ||i <  ||a;||2 (x G É)
(Example: E  =  K , || ||i =  | |, || ||2 =  e\ | where 0 < e < 1, A aA =  f ( s )A (A 6 K , 
s 6 £?), where ƒ is an e-character.)
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We shall devote sections 9, 10, 11, 12 to proving the following extension of Theorem
9.2.
T H E O R E M  9.4. (FOCUSSING THEOREM) Let K  be nonirivially valued, alge-
(Unfortunately, the techniques used to prove Theorem 9.2 do not directly carry over to 
the n-dimensional case.)
FROM NOW ON IN THIS CHAPTER G IS AN ABELIAN GROUP, i f  IS A NON- 
TRIVIALLY VALUED FIELD THAT IS ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED AND SPHER­
ICALLY COMPLETE. THE RESIDUE CLASS FIELD OF K  IS Jfc, WITH CHARAC­
TERISTIC char k. E  ^  (JS, || Hi, || ||2) IS A BI-NORMED SPACE IN THE SENSE 
OF ABOVE. WE SET
P R O P O S IT IO N  9.5. Lei s i—► A a (s G G) be a blurred representation in (E^ || ||i,
braically closed and spherically complete, with residue class field k, let G be an abelian 
group. Assume
(i) i f  the characteristic of k is 0 then G is a torsion group,
(ii) i f  the characteristic of k is p ^  0 then x px (a 6 (?) i n  bijection G —► G.
Then, for each blurred representation s A a of G in a bi-normed space (E, || ||i ,|| H2) 
and for each p > 1 there exists a representation s »-► Ua of G in E such that
||A ax  -  U9x\\x < p\\x\\2 (x € E)
We conclude this section with a few basic facts on blurred representations.
ll^® ||i ^  IHI2 (<s G G ,  x G E)
then s (“► A a 4- X 9 is also a blurred representation of G in (E, || [j^ || H2). 
P roof. Immediate verification.
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4§10. A SPECIA L CASE OF T H E  FO C U SSIN G  TH EO R EM
PR O PO SIT IO N  10 ,1 . Let char k =  0, let G be a torsion group} let s *-► A a be a 
blurred representation of G in (E , || ||i, || H2)* Suppose
3 £ G, A, eigenvalues o f  A B ==> |A — yu| < 1.
Then there exists a representation s *-»■ Ua of G in E such that — A a *lll ^  MU 
(3  € G, x G E). In fact one can choose
Uax =  a(.s)iE (a G G, x  G E)
where a  is a suitable character of G.
P roof. Let a G G. We first shall find a A (a) G K  such that ||A,a; — A(s)x||i < 
(x G E). There exists an n G N such that na =  0. By Proposition 9.5 (i) we have
\\A"x -  A qx ||i =  ||A*x -  A nax ||i < \\x\\2 (x G E)
x
and by Proposition 9.5(ii)
114)* -  *||i < IMh (* e E)
so that
( i )  I K * - * | | i  < ||*||2 (men)
Now, by the algebraic closedness of K ,  the polynomial X n — 1 G K[X\  decomposes 
into (X  — t?i)(X —1^ 2) . . .  (X — i9n) where 1, . . . ,  #n are the nth roots of unity. Since 
char fc =  0 we have (see, for example, [9], Exercise 32.G)
Thus in
(2) A" — I  = (A . — A iI)(A t - 1h i ) . . .  (A . -  xV )
I*
we may suppose that for all eigenvalues A of A a
|A — *31 =  |A -  i93| -  . . .  -  |A — d n\ =  1.
Let i G {2,3,.,. ,n}; we prove that A a — tiiI is an isometry with respect to || ||i. In 
fact, its norm is obviously < 1 , by considering an eigenvector we obtain ||A ~  #,-/1| =  1 .
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Further, | det(Aj — X)| =  1 (the product of its eigenvalues has absolute value 1). By 
[4], Corollary 1.7, A a — t?,*ƒ is an isometry with respect to || j|i. Hence, for x £ E  we 
have by (1) and (2)
||A,x -  =  ||A"x -  x\h < ||a:||2.
By repeating this first part of the proof for every 5 E G we obtain a map s i-+ A(s) of G
into Tk  such that
f t
(3) ||A ax -  A(s)ac||x < ||z ||2 (s e G, x e  E)
FVom \\Aa+tx — A MAtx\h  <  ||x ||2 we obtain
|A(s + 1) — A(3)A(i)|||x||i <  ||ar||2 («, 1 6 G, x  G E)
Thus, A is an e#-character (see §9). By Theorem 9.2 there is a character a  of G such 
that || A — a||oo <  £#. Hence
|A(s) -  * (s )| H^ IU < ||x ||2 (s € G> x £ E)
This, combined with (3) yields
\\AMx -  Qf(^)a;||i < ||x||2 (5 G G ,x  £ E)  
and the formula U,x — a(a)x defines the desired representation.
Proposition 10.1 has an analog for the case char k =  p /  0, but the conditions are 
slightly stronger. First a notation. If, for some prime p, the map x *—► pz is a bijection 
G -+ G we shall write p~l x =  y if x =  py. Similarly, for each n G N, the inverse of 
x >—► pnx  is denoted y p~ny.
P R O P O S IT IO N  10 .2. Let char k — p  ^  0, let G be a group for which x  h-* px is 
a bijection, let m A ,  be a blurred representation of G in (E , || ||i, || H2)* Suppose 
there exists a c G (0,1) such that
s G G, \ , f i  eigenvalues o f  A s =£■ |A — p\ < c.
Then there is a representation s Ua of G in E such that \\U8x — A ,x||i < ||x ||2 
(3  G G, x  G E). In fact one can choose
Uax =  <x($)x ( jG G ,  x G E)
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where a  is a suitable character of G.
Proof. Let s € G. We shall prove the existence of a A(s) 6 K  such that ||A,x — 
A(s)x||i < ||x ||2 (x £ E). (The second part of the proof is identical to the one of 
Proposition 10.1.) Let m := dim22, choose km € N  such that (%*”) ’ • •• j (m^i)
are all divisible by p. Let w € N be such that (for 6e  see §9)
max(c, |p|)W < \ EB
and set I =  kmuj. Consider the operator T  :=  A p-it . By Proposition A.1.1 (see 
Appendix) there is an || ||x-orthonormal base c i , .. .em of E  such that 2 > ||ex||i > 
||e2||i > • • • > llcm||i > 1 an<i such that the matrix of T  with respect to e i , . . . , cm has 
the upper triangular form
A i
© Am
By assumption, |A; — Ay| < c for all t, j  e  {1,. . . ,  m}. From Proposition A. 1.2 it follows 
that the entries of /? are all in 5(0,1) C K . Thus, /? is an element of M c in the sense of 
Definition A.2.3. With p as in §A.2 we then have by Proposition A.2.4
p ( ^ ' ) < T > ( / ? ) < r "
where r  =  max(c, |p|). Hence
KPr' ) < \ eE
By the definition of p there exists a A 6 K  such that 
(*) \PP* -  A« | <  ~£j5
(Here u is the identity matrix and | | is as in §A.2.) By Proposition A.I.2 (i) we have 
for any x 6 2?, x  ^  0
i r ' x - A x i b  ^  ,
N h  1
This, combined with (*) yields (recall the definition of ce)
\\Tp*x — Ax||i <  ||x||2 ( x e E )
But also, s h  Aj is a blurred representation, so
\\Tptx -  a , x \\x < | | x ||2 ( x e E )
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S
and we find the announced result
\\AMx  -  Ax||i < ||a;||2 (x G E ).
COROLLARY 10.3. The conclusion of the Focussing Theorem 9.4 holds t fd im E  =  1 
(even with p := 1).
P roo f. Theorem 9.2 or Proposition 10.1 and 10.2 and the observation that A a has only
4
one eigenvalue.
N ote. It follows from [12], Proposition 3.4 that Proposition 10.2 becomes a falsity if 
we replace the condition of bijectivity of x  »-* px by just surjectivity.
§11. c-D IA G O N A LIZA BILITY
D E F IN IT IO N  1 1 .1 . Let c G (0,1], A blurred representation s »-* A* of G in 
|| ||i, || H2) is c-diagonalizable if for each a 6 G there exists a base of E  that 
is c-orthogonal with respect to || ||i and to || ||2 such that the matrix of A,  with 
respect to this base has the diagonal form.
In this section we shall prove that blurred representations are ‘close* to c-diagonalizable
ones.
P R O P O S IT IO N  11.2. Let char fc =  0, let G be a torsion group and let s h» A, be 
a blurred representation of G in (23, || ||i, || ||2). Then there exists a 1 -diagonalizable 
blurred representation s 1-+ B M of G in (22, || ||j, || H2) such that ||AjX~2?,:c||i < ||x ||2 
(3 6 G, x  G E).
P roof. Let s £ G. By Proposition 9.5 (iii) it is enough to find a 2?, G £(&) 8UCk that 
||A ,i -  B ,x ||i < ||z ||3 (a: 6 E)  and such that the matrix of B M with respect to some 
bi-orthogonal base of E  is diagonal. To this end we first modify f At  as follows. Let 
the group H  generated by s have r  elements. Set
At : At if t G G \H  
A{ if t =  j s  for some j  G {0,1, . . . ,  r  — 1}
Then clearly \\AtX — Atx||i < ||x||2 for all t  G G, x G E  so that, to prove the Proposition 
we may assume that At  =  A t i.e. that
(1) A ja =  A{ ( j  € { 0 , l , . . . , r - l } )
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We now apply Proposition A.1.3 to T  := A a with c =  1 for (E , || ||i) and (Ü7, || H2). 
We find a decomposition of E
E  =  D\ © JD2 © •. ♦ © i?n
into subspaces that are orthogonal with respect to both norms || ||i and || ||2, such 
that A aDi C Dj and the eigenvalues of Aa\Di have distances strictly less than 1 for each
i 6 {1,...  ,n}. By (1) these conclusions hold for A Ja =  A ja ( j  G {0,1 , . . . r — 1}). Let
i G {1,. . . ,  n}. Then the map
t  Ai\D% (i G S )
»
is a blurred representation of H  in (D,*, || ||i, || [(2) satisfying the conditions of Propo­
sition 10.1 and we may conclude that there exists a Ài € K  such that
||A ax -  A;x||i < ||a;||2 (x € Di)
Now define B a G C(E) by
n
B»(d\ +  • * * +  dn) =  5 3  ^  o^ r  eac 1^
¡=1
By || ||2-orthogonality of the D{ we have, with x =  <¿1 4- . . .  +  dn G E
IIA ax -  B ax\\i < umx \\Aadi -  Ai*Ik < max \\di\\2 = ||x ||2.
By choosing in each D{ a base that is orthogonal with respect to both |j ||i and 
(Proposition A. 1.4) we obtain a base c i , . . . ,  em of E, orthogonal with respect to both 
norms, such that the matrix of B a with respect to e j , . . . ,  em has the diagonal form.
PR O PO SIT IO N  11.3. Let char fc = p ^  0, let x *-y px be a bijection of G and let
3 1—y A a be a blurred representation of G in (JE?, [| ||i, || ||2). Then for each c G (0, 1) 
there exists a c-diagonalizable blurred representation s h-+ B a in (E , || ||i, || ||2) such 
that ||A,x — £ jx ||i < ||x||2 (s G G, x G E).
Proof. Let s e  G and c G (0,1). We shall prove that there exist a decomposition of E
E  — D\ 0  . . .  © D n
into subspaces that are c-orthogonal with respect to || ||i and || H2 and Ai,. . . ,  An G K  
such that the map B a G £(E)  given by
n
B a(dx +  . . .  + dn) =  J 3  k d i  (di € L>i for each i)
t—1
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satisfies \\Amx — £ ,x ||i  <  ||x||2 (s G E). (Like in the previous proof we then can find 
the required base of E  by choosing in each Di a base that in orthogonal with respect to 
both norms.) Let m  dim E, let fcm 6 N be such that . .,(£*”1) are all
divisible by p. Let £ := c4/ m* and choose an w £ N such that
max(f, |p|)" < ^ceE
and set I := Armw. We apply Proposition A. 1,3 to T  := A p-ia with £ in place of c, for 
(E, || ||i) and (E , || ||2). We find a decomposition of E
E  — D\  ©  . . .  6 )  Dn 
* ^ j
into subspaces that are c-orthogonal (since =  c) with respect to both norms || 
and || ||2 such that TD{ C  Di and the eigenvalues of T\D{ have distances < f  for each
i G {1,.. • ,«}• Now let i 6 {1,.. -, n}. By Proposition A.1.1 there exists a base of 
say e i , . . .  ,er , which is || ||i-orthogonal such that 2 > ||c i||i > ||e2||i > . . .  > ||er ||i > 1 
and such that the matrix /? of T\Di with respect to e i , , . . ,  er has the upper triangular 
form
V i  *
0  fi
where the entries are all in £ (0 ,1 ) C K  and the eigenvalues have distances < Thus,
4
the matrix f3 is in in the sense of Definition A.2.3 (only the dimension is r  instead 
of m). Of course, are divisible by p  so that, with p as in §A.2, we have
by Proposition A.2.4
p(PT>) < max(£, |p|)"p(/3)
< max(£, |p|)“ < ^ceE
By the definition of p there exists a A,* G K  such that
\ppt -  A,*tx| <  ~C€E
By Proposition A.1 .2(i) we find
||T p x — A ,-® || i  < c||x||2 (x G D{)
As announced we define B a G C(E) by
n
+  • .. +  dn) =  5 3  Aidi (di G Di for each t)
»=1
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a
Then, by c-orthogonality of D±,. . , ,  D n with respect to |j ¡[2 we have for x — d\ -j- •.. +
dn € E
\\Tplx -  B ax\\x < max \\TP'd{ -  A*<fc||i < c max \\di\\2 <
l s K n  K K n
Since also t —* A t is a blurred representation we have
T p x - A ax\U< x\\2
and we find
\\Aax - B t x\\i < \\x\\2 ( x e E )
§12 . PR O O F OF T H E  FO CU SSIN G  TH EO R EM
We now are ready* to give a
P ro o f of the Focussing T heorem  9.4. Without loss of generality we may assume
f
that p < r ^1 (for rE see §9). The proof runds by induction on m  := dim 22. If m =  1 , 
apply Corollary 10,3. Suppose the conclusion of the Focussing Theorem holds for all 
blurred representations of G in bi-normed spaces of dimension < m. Now let 3 k  A, 
be a blurred representation in (2?, || |]x, || H2) where dim E  =  m. Let c :== y/rE> By 
Propositions 11.2 and 11.3 we may (and shall) assume that a A a is c-diagonalizable. 
If for all s 6 G and eigenvalues A, (i of A a we had |A — p\ < c we obtain the conclusion of 
the Focussing Theorem from Propositions 10.1 and 10.2. Therefore we may (and shall) 
also assume that there exists an a e  G and eigenvalues A, p. of A ,  with |A ■—/j| > c. Thus 
we can order the eigenvalues Ai, . . . ,  Am of A s (counted with multiplicity) in such a way 
that for some re G N, 1 < n < m
i € {1,, . . ,  n}, j  £ {n +  1 , . . . ,  m} =£■ |A,* — Aj-| > c.
Now A $ is c-diagonalizable so there is a base e i , . . . ,  em of E  which is c-orthogonal with 
respect to both norms on which the matrix of A a has the diagonal form
Ai ©
m
© Am
By the above, D x := [ei,. . . ,  en] and D2 := [en+i, • • • ? e»n] are proper subspaces of E . 
Let Pi : [ei,. . . ,  em] —*■ [ei,. . . , en] be the obvious projection E  —► D x and consider the 
map t Qt of G into C(Dx) defined by
Qt =  P\A%\Di (t 6 G)
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We shall prove that t  h* Qt is a blurred representation of G in || ||i,c~ 3|| 1(2)- 
(Observe that for a; £ D\ we have c~3||:e||2 < c- 3r£?||x||x =  c~“3c5|(a;||i =  c2||rc||i, so that 
(P it  I! ||i , c 31| H2) is, indeed, a bi-nonned space in the sense of §9). This proof runs 
in several steps.
(i) For a llt  £ (?, d £ Dj we have \\Qtd — A*ci||i < c 3||<f[|2- 
P roof. Let i 6 {1,...  ,n}, let t £ G. About A*e; we can, so far, only say that it lies in 
E\ there exist £1, . . .  £ K  such that
m
Atei =  Y^, £i*i
i=1
Then m
A sA te{ —
j - i
w
On the other hand we have Aaej =  At*e,* so
m
Hence,
m
||exH2 ^  HA^Afe; — AfA^e;] 1 —> || ^  ^ ^j(^i
i= i
"  Cl< ixm  ^  lAi ”  ^  ~  Cn^j<m ^  ^  A^  ^ 1
m
~  ° 2 n < ^ m  ll^ -,e-, ll1 — °2 |l X )
¿^n+X
=  c2||Afei -  PiA te»||i =  c2||Atei -  QtCj||i 
For d £ D ^  d = ViGi> where rji £ K  we find
HQid- Aid||i < max |ij,-| ||0 <e,* -  A<c,-||i < c max ||T/iCi
l< i<n l<i<n
n
3 i i E ^ . - i i 2 = c - 3M 2 .
1=1
(ii) Each Qt is an isometry with respect to || | |i . 
P roof. Let d £ DXl d ^  0. Since, by (i),
¡ ^ « ¿ - ^ , ¿ 11! < c - 3||d||2 < c 2||d||i < ||d||
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we have ||Q<cf||i =  ||Aid||i =  ||d||i.
(iii) Each Qt is an isomeiry with respect to ¡| ||j 
P roof. Let d G Dlt d ^  0. Since, by (i)
||Qtd -  A td h  < rB\\Qtd -  A td||j < C- 3rE||<i||2 = c2||d||2 < ||<f||2
we have ||Qtd||2 =  ||A(d||2 =  ||d||2.
(iv) For t,u  e  G, d 6 Di : ||Q(+ ,d -  Q<Q«d||i < c -s ||d||*.
P roof. We have, by (i),
(1) ||Q(+ud - A (+ttd||i < c - 3||d||a
Also, by (i) and (ii),
||QtQud -  AtAttef||i < max ||QtQud -  , ||A tQ ud -  At-A«d||x) 
Zc^WQudfovWQud-AvdWi
■*\\dhVc-*\\dfo=c-*\\dl
This, combined with (1) and ||Ai+lld — A tAttd||i < j|d||2 < c 3||d||2 proves (iv).
Thus, we have proved ((ii), (iii), (iv)) the announced result: t »-*• Qt is a blurred 
representation of G in (Dj, || [|i,c-3 || ||2)- Similarly we have a projection P2 : E  —> 
D2 and t ►-+ Rt) where
Rt := P2At\D2l
is a blurred representation of G in (£ 2, || ||i ,c " 3|| ||2). By the induction hypothesis 
(recall that D \ , D2 are proper subspaces of E)  there exist representations t  »-► Vt of G 
in D\ and t  Wt of G in D2 such that
BVMi - Q td ih  < c~4IMill2 (t e  G, ¿1 e  D1)
||Wit¿^ 2 — ¿M 2H1 <  c ^H^lb (* 6 G, d2 G D2)
Now define
&t{di +  d2) — Vtd± +  Wtd% (i G G?, d% € D \ , d2 G -D2)
Then t*-+Ut is a representation of G in E. For x = dx + d2 £ E  and t  G G we have
\\UtX — jitxllx =  ||Vicii ■+■ W td2 — A td i  — A td 2
< max(||V|di -  -Ax^x||x, \\Wtd2 -  A td2\\ 1)
< max(|| Vtdi -  Qidi\\u \\Qtdi -  A tdi\\u
\\Wtd2 - R t d 2\\l ,\\Rid2 - A id2\\1)
<  m ax(c"4||iix||2,c'"3||<ix||2i C*“ 4 | | i 2 | |2ic_3 l l ^ l b )
<  c“4majc(||dx||2, \\d2\\2) <  <T5||dx +  «fells
< c 5\\x\\2.
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§13. A PPR O X IM A T IO N  BY  R EPR ESEN TA TIV E FU N C TIO N S
We now shall apply the Focussing Theorem to our almost periodic functions. We shall 
prove Theorem 13.1 below which will open the way for a more general abelian theory in 
Chapter III. (As it is convenient for quoting we repeat some of the assumptions made 
in §9 in the formuation of the Theorem.)
T H E O R E M  13.1* Let G be an abelian group3 let K  be a nontrivially valued field that 
is algebraically closed and spherically complete with residue class field h. Assume
(i) I f  the characteristic of k ^  0 then G is a torsion group.
(ii) I f  the characteristic of k =  p ^  0 then x *-► px is a bijection G —> G.
Then, for each e > 0 and ƒ £ AP(G  —+ K ) ihere exists a g G %(G —► K ) with 
IIƒ -  fflioo < e- {In other words, %(G -+ K )  «  AP(G  -► K ).)
Proof. Let ƒ € AP(G —»■ if), e > 0. Assume ƒ $ T^(G —* K ).  Then
S  := co f o
is infinite dimensional. As K  is spherically complete, by [5], Theorem 6.19, this complete 
compactoid can be decomposed into a || ||oo-orthogonal direct sum
nGN
*
where each S n is a bounded onedimensional absolutely convex subset of AP(G  —* K )  
and where lim diam Sn =  0. (Note. It is right here where we use the assumption of
n — k x >
spherical completeness of K  in an essential way: for nonspherically complete base fields 
compactoids can behave very badly, see for example [13], Proposition 8.1.) We may 
assume that
diam Si > diam Si  > ., * > 0.
In the rest of the proof we fix an m G N  such that
. . diam 5m+i < diam Sm
diam Sm+i <
Let H  be the Jf-Banach space generated by iS*,S2, • ■ •• Then H  is of countable type 
and shift invariant. Set D  := [Si U S2 U . . .  U Sm]. One cannot expect D  to be shift 
invariant, so define a map 3 i-> A s of G into C(D) as follows.
A 9d P d a (d G D)
This completes the proof of the Focussing Theorem.
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where P  is the obvious projection H  —* D, Let q be the Minkowski function of S\ ©
m
. . .  © S m in D  (the norm in D , associated to ®  Si).
i=1
We claim that s w  A, is a blurred representation (Definition 9.3) of G in the bi-nonned 
space (D, || H«,, || |U)> where
| |d||2 ' =  ff(^) d ia1»  ^m+i (<* € L>)
(of course, diam Sm+i is meant with respect to || ¡loo). The proof of this claim runs 
in several steps.
(i) For each d G D
||d ||i<  diam Sm+1 (diam Sm)_1 |l<i|!
(so that (D, || ||00 H2) w, indeed, a bi-normed space in the sense o/§9).
Proof. As the valuation of i f  is dense we only have to prove; If d G D, ||d||oc < diam Sm 
then g(d) < 1. To this end, let d =  d\ + . .  . +  <f»n where di G [Si] for each i G {1, . . . ,  m}. 
By orthogonality, ||(f|||oo < IWIloo < diam Sm <  diam Si for each i so that d% G Si for
m
each i 6 {1 , . . .  ,m). Thus, d G ®  £«*, which is, by definition of 5, contained in the
¡=1
5-unit ball of D.
(ii) For each $ e  G, d € D
\\Asd -  ¿.Hoc < M s-
Proof. It suffices to prove (scalar multiplication) that
m
d € 0  Si = »  ||A,d -  dg||oo < diam Sm+i*
»=1
Since d € S  and S' is shift invariant
d* =  si +  52 +  • • • (s* € Si for each i).
So
Hence, ||Aj^i ^s||oo — 4" ^m+2 4* • ♦ • 100 ^  diam iSm-j-i.
(iii) JEac/i A, w a /»near isomeiry D —► D with respect to || H«, and || [[2*
Proof. Let d G D, d ^  0. From (ii) and (i) we obtain
IIA.d-iHoo < ||d||2 < Moo-
Hence, ||A^^Hoo =  ||cM|oo =  Halloo* A,  is an isometry for || ||oo. It follows that 
det A, | =  1. Thus, to prove the second part it suffices to show that A, is a contraction
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m
for || || 2, i.e. for the norm q. But this follows easily from the fact that A s maps 0  S{
i= \m
into itself (S  is shift invariant and P  maps S  into ®  S',).
i=l
(iv) For all s \ t  E G, d E D
\\AB+td — A 8Atd\\oo <  ||d||2.
Proof. This follows from
|| A t+td — A sAtd\\ OO
<  max(|JA a+td — da+f JJcj©, }|(*)* — (Atd),, ||oo> ||(Af<f)j — oo)
and
||A,+td -  ds+t\\oo < \\d\\2 (by (ii)),
IK*). -  Woo = II* -  AtdWoo <  ||d||2 (by (i)),
\\(Atd)M- A a(A td)\\00< \\A td \\2 = \\d\\2 (by (ii) and (iii)).
This completes the proof of our claim, so s A s is a blurred representation of G in
(A ll II OO) || ||2). By the Focussing Theorem 9.4 there exists a representation s Ua 
of G in D  such that
(*) \\A,d -  t/^Hoo < 2||d||, (a €  <?, d E D)
Now we return to our ƒ we had chosen in the beginning of our proof. Write
OO
n = l
m
and set d f n. Then ƒ — d £ ©  5» so
n = l  n > m
II ƒ -  ¿ 11»  <  diam Sm+1 < | e
m
Further, we have d E ©  S n so that q(d) < 1 i.e. ||^ ||2 <  diam Sm+i. We find, by using
(ii) and (*)
(**) | |*  ~  M l o o  ^  niax(||da -  A^lloo, || A sd -  tf,d||o°)
< 2 ||cZ||2 < 2 diam Sm+i < e.
Now set
g(s):= (U sd)( 0) (s e G)
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Since U is a finite dimensional representation we have g € 7i(G —► K ).  FYom (**) we 
obtain, for each s 6 G
\d(s) -  g(s) | =  |d ,(0 )  -  (tf„d )(0 )| <  ||d, -  t / ,d |U  <  s
Together with ||ƒ  — (see above) this implies
II ƒ -  Jlloo < xnax(|| ƒ -  4oo, ||d -  ?||oo) < e
This concludes the proof of Theorem 13.1.
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C H A P T E R  i n :  A BELIA N  TH EO RY
THROUGHOUT CHAPTER III G IS AN ABELIAN GROUP WITH (if-VALUED) 
CHARACTER GROUP <7fc.
In this chapter we shall make the theory of invariant means on abelian group into a 
complete whole. In our set up Theorem 13.1 plays a key role.
§14. T H E  CA SE char k =  0.
In §14 the residue class field k of K  has characteristic zero.
P R O P O S IT IO N  14.1. Lei G be a torsion group. Then Gfe is an orthonormal set in 
B(G  —► K). I f  K  is algebraically closed then lt(G  —+ K )  =  [G^].
P roof. [8], [11] Theorem 1.4 (a) = >  (7 ).
T H E O R E M  14.2. Let G be a torsion group, let K  be algebraically closed. Then
(i) Gtf is an orthonormal base of AP(G-+ K). More explicitly, for each f  gA P((t —► 
K ) there exists a unique map a w  ° f ^ K  % such that {a € G% : |A«*| > e} 
is finite for each e > 0 and
ƒ =  £  Xa.a (uniform ly)
|i ƒ ||oo =  max{|Aa | : a  € <?£}.
(ii) The map J ]Aa Ai (where 1 is the unit character) is an invariant mean on
AP(G -> K).
P roof. We may assume that the valuation of K  is nontrivial. Let L  D K  be the 
spherical completion of K  in the sense of [6], Theorem 4.49. Then L  is algebraically 
closed ([6], Corollary 4.51), and the conditions of Theorem 13.1 (where the base field 
is Ir) are satisfied. So we have AP(G —*■ L) =  1l(G L). Now apply Proposition 14.1 
with L  in place of K  and we find that G£ is an orthonormal base of AP(G  —> L). We 
will not offend the reader by proving that the formula
M ( ¿ 2  Ma-a ) =  Mi (Me G L)
defines an invariant mean on AP(G  —+ L). Notice that, if ƒ € AP(G  —> L) has the
expansion ^  and ß 6 G?£, then
a€G£
(*) M U ß - 1) =  ßß
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Now we return to our base field if . Let ƒ G AP(G K). Then ƒ G AP(G  —* L ) so by 
the above it has as expansion
ƒ =  £  Xa.a
where Aa G L. Now, since G is a torsion group, a(G) consists of roots of unity in L. 
But, as i f  is algebraically closed, a(G) C if , so G£ =  G^< To prove that also Aa G if , 
observe that f . a ~ 1  G AP(G —>■ if )  so that, by Theorem 8.3, Af(/.o:~1) G if . But, by 
(*), we have Aft =  Af(/aT’1). Hence Aa G if. We see that G # is an orthonormal base 
of AP(G  -+ if). The proof of (ii) is now obvious.
TH EO R EM  14.3. There exists an invariant mean on AP(G  —► if )  if and only if G 
is a torsion group.
Proof. Let G be not a torsion group. Then we may assume Z C G. By using the 
divisibility of the additive group of Q we can find a homomorphism <j> : G -+ Q such 
that $(x) — x for all £ £ Z. As Q C i f  we shall view <j> as a nontrivial additive 
homomorphism G K. This <f> is bounded as char k — Q. From <¡>(3 + t) =  <f>(s) 4- ^(¿) 
we obtain
(*) — ^ (fi)-l *4* <j> G [1, $  (5 G G )
so that <j> G AP(G  —> if). If y  G AP(G —*■ if ) ' is shift invariant then from (*) we obtain
K<t>) -  K fa )  =  <K»)K 1 ) +  K<t>)
i.e.
<£(a)/i(l) =  0 (3 G G)
As <j> is nontrivial, /i(l) =  0. It follows that there does not exist an invariant mean on
AP(G  -4 if).
We now prove the converse (this is Proposition 8.7 (i), but we want also to present a 
more direct proof). Let G be a torsion group. By Theorem 14.2 there exists an invariant 
mean on AP(G  —> L) where L  is an algebraically closed complete field extending if. 
Now apply Theorem 8.3.
We conclude this section by giving a formula expressing M( f )  in terms of values of ƒ. 
For a torsion group G, let J- be the collection of all finite subgroups of G, ordered by 
inclusion. For any ƒ : G —> i f
34
is a net in K.
T H E O R E M  14.4. (FORMULA FOR M (/) )  Let G be a iorsion group, let ƒ 6 
AP(G  —► K ) 1 Let M  be the invariant mean on AP(G  —> K). Then
♦
M{ f )  =  W  £
P roof. We may suppose that K  is algebraically closed. Let e > 0. Write ƒ =  Aa.a
aGG*
as in Theorem 14.2, let
y  := {a 6 Gj( : |A„| > e} U {1}.
Then Y is finite and || ƒ — <7||oo < £ where g := Aa.a. There exists an H q 6 T  such
aeY
that
(*) a ^ y ,  a ^ l  ==^ a  is not constant on ff(o
We claim that for H  € T ,  H  D ffp 
(**)
In fact, we have by (*)
L y a m = (0  i f a g y ,  a # l
; l l  if a  =  1
Thus,
£  ff(A) =  Ai =  M ( / )
But since || ƒ — |^|oo < e and \#H \  =  1
yielding (**).
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§15. THE CASE char jfe = p ^  0
In §15 the residue class field k of K  has characteristic p /  0.
G is called p-divisible if for each x G G there exists an y G G with py — x (i.e. if the 
map x t-y px is surjective).
In the spirit of §14 we shall prove that there exists an invariant mean on AP{G K) if 
and only if G is p-divisible (Theorem 15.7; compare 14.3) and, that, if K  is algebraically 
closed and G is p-divisible, G^ is an orthonormal base of AP(G —* K). (Theorem 15.6; 
compare 14.2). However, the road leading to it is different.
PROPOSIT ION  15.1, Lei G be p-divisible. Then £7^ is an orthonormal set in 
B(G -> K). If K is algebraically closed then 1l(G -► K) = [Gfc].
Proof. [8], [11] Theorem 1.4 (a) =$» (7 ).
LEM M A 15.2. Lei G be p-divisible. Then there exists an abelian group Gi such that
(i) x px is a bijection G\ —»■ G\,
(ii) G is a quotient ofG\.
Proof. Let SI := \J p~n Z, considered as an additive subgroup of Q. Set
n£N
G“i ¡“  (|^ )
a£ G
where fta •— ^  for each a G G, Then G\ satisfies (i). For each a G G the homomorphism 
Z —► G given by n h-j- na (n G Z) extends, by the p-divisibility of G, to a homomorphism 
(j>a : —► G. The <j)a (a G G) induce naturally a homomorphism Gi —► G which is 
surjective since a =s for each a G G and (ii) is proved.
LEM M A 15.3. Let H be a subgroup of G. IfGfc is an orthonormal base of AP(G —► K ) 
then (G/H)k  is an orthonormal base of AP(G/H  —1- K).
Proof. Let 7r : G —> G/H  be the quotient map, let ƒ  G AP(G/H  —+ K ). Then 
ƒ  0 7r G AP(G —► K ) so it has an expansion
ƒ  A a.ct (A„ € K)
a e Y
where Y  C Y at most countable, Aa ^  0 for all a G Y> For s G H  we have
ƒ  o 7r = (ƒ 0 tt), = Aaa(fl)a.
«ey
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By uniqueness of the expansion we have Aaa(s) = XQ for all a G s G H  implying 
a =s 1 on H, So, for each a £ Y  there is a /? G (G /H )^ with a = /? o 7r. In other words, 
there is a collection Z C (G / H for which
/  °  *■=X )  • 0  ° *
fiez
i.e.
ƒ  = ^  y A^ ojr * ft*
This, together with the obvious fact that (G /H )^  is an orthonormal set, proves Lemma
15.3.
If i i  is a subfield of a valued field L we set
d(x, K) := inf{|a; - A| : A G K} (x G L)
LEM M A 15.4. Let K  be algebraically closed and let LO  K  be a complete valued field 
extension of K.
Let a o ,a i,... be a sequence in L such that |ao| = 1, 0 < d(ao,K) < 1 and a j+1 = a„ 
(n G {0,1,2,.. .})* Then
(i) the sequence n »-* d(aniK) is increasing, /
(ii) lim d(an,K) = 1
n—*■ oo
(iii) for large n, d(an,K ) =  ¿(an-n,#)*- 
Proof.
(i) Let N  G N0. We have, by the algebraic closedness of K, 
d(an,K ) =  d(apn+1,K ) =  inf{ |< +1 - A| : A G K, |A| - 1}
= inf(lan+i - Pp\ : P € ii, H  = 1} < inf{|a»+i ~ G if, M = 1}
=  ¿(On-l-l,-^)*
We see that n y-t d(an,K ) is increasing (and bounded by 1), so that 
p := lim d(an,K ) < 1. Also, p > d(a§,K) > 0.
n—■too
(ii) To prove that p = 1 we first observe that d(ani K) <1  for each n (this is easy to 
prove). Let n G N. Choose a sequence A*, A2, ... in ii* such that
lim [an+i -- Am| = d(an+i7K)
ftl—►OO
We may suppose that |an+i — Am| < 1 for all m (so |Am| = |art+i| = 1).
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By Lemma A.2.5 (see Appendix) we haveI If If
d(an,K ) S  la£+i"" < max(|an+i Am|, |p|)|an+i — Am|
so by taking m large and using (i) we find
d(ani K ) < max(^, \p\)p (n G N)
implying 0 < p < max(/>, \p\)p i.e. p =  1 .
(iii) By (i) and (ii) there exists an m G N such that <i(ctn, K) > for all n > m.
For such n and any A . G K  with |A| = 1 we have |am-H — A| > p“{/|p[ so that by 
Lemma A.2.5
I«» - A'| = |a£+1 - Ap| = |aB+i - A|*
and d(an,K ) =  d(an+i,K)p follows easily.
The next Proposition is crucial and might be interesting in its own right. 
PROPOSIT ION  15.5. Let K be algebraically closed and let L D K  be the spherical 
completion of K (in the sense of [6], Theorem 4.49). Let T be a p-divisible subgroup of 
{A G X : |A| = 1} that is also a K-compactoid. Then T C K.
Proof. Let ao G T, a0 ^ K. As the residue class fields of L and K  are isomorphic 
we have 0 < d(a0,K ) < 1 , By p-divisibility we can choose a sequence a0,a i,. .. in T 
with a£+1 =  an for each n. Then d(an,K ) =  d(an-j_i, K)p for large n (Lemma 15.4) 
so, by forgetting a finite initial part of ao ,a i,..., we obtain a sequence &o, 7 • in 
T such that £ := d(bo,K) is strictly between 0 and 1, = bn for each n, and 
d(bni K) =  d(6n+i, K)p for each n. Thus we have
d(6n, K)p — f for each n.
We shall arrive at a contradiction by proving that the sequence 60)6i , . . . is ^/(p-1). 
orthogonal in the K -Banach space L. (By [6], Theorem 4.37, ... must tend to 0, 
while |6„| = 1 for each n.)
Let Ao, Aj, . . . ,  A„. G K  and consider
x =  Ao6o 4* Aj6i 4* ... + An6n
If Ao ^  0 we have
where, by the algebraic closedness of K, the w,- are in K. We find (and this conclusion 
is also valid if Ao = 0)
|*|>|AoK6„,^"=|Ao|{ = e|Ao6o|.
By the strong triangle inequality we then also have
M > i|Ai&i *f... An6n|.
In the above spirit we can treat y =  \\b\ Xnbn:
Ivl =  + ... + A„6„| > = e /p\^ibx\
obtaining
Inductively we find for each i € {0 ,1 ,..., n}
1*1 =  |Ao&o + A161 + ... + A„6„| > i 1+' +^ r+-+v|Ai6i| > ^ ('- I>|Ai6i|
and the -orthogonality of &o5 &i, • ■ * follows.
After these preparations we come to the point (compare Theorem 14.2/).
THEOREM  15.6. Let G be a p-divisible group, let K be algebraically closed. Then 
Gj{ is an orthogonal base of AP(G -+ K) and the map ^  Aa.a Ai is an invariant
aeG&
mean on AP(G —► K).
Proof. We only need to prove the first statement. We may assume that the valuation 
is nontrivial. It suffices to consider groups G for which xc i—^ pa; is bijective (Lemmas
15.2 and 15.3), Let L be the spherical completion of K  in the sense of [6], Theorem 
4.49. By Theorem 13.1 and Proposition 15.1 G£ is an orthonormal base of AP(G —+ L). 
So ƒ  6 AP(G —► K) C AP(G —+ L) has an expansion
(*) ƒ  x° a (A* e L)
aeY
where Y  is a subset of (7£, Y  at most countable, AQ ^  0 for all a G Y. Let ¡3 € Y; we 
prove that ft € G^. In fact, let R  : AP(G -* L) —* L be the coordinate map
53 /¿«.a
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tR  is continuous, ¿-linear so certainly if-linear. It therefore maps the K -compact oid fc  
onto a if-compact oid set in L. Since
fa = 53 (5 6 G)
a£Y
we have R(fa) =  A^/?(G), hence /3(G) is a IC-compactoid in X, but also a p-divisible 
group. Proposition 15.5 comes to the rescue by telling us that /3(G) C if  i.e. ¡3 £ G^. 
For the proof that also Xa E if  in (*) we refer to the proof of Theorem 14.2.
THEOREM  15.7. There exists an invariant mean on AP(G if)  if and only if G 
is p-divisible.
Proof. Let G be not p-divisible. Then pG ^  G so a standard reasoning yields a 
surjective homomorphism G Cp where Cp is the group of p elements. By Proposition 
8,8 there does not exist an invariant mean on AP(G —* if). For the converse, use the 
previous Theorem and follow the final part of the proof of Theorem 14.3.
PROBLEM . Find a formula expressing M ( ƒ) in terms of values of ƒ  (compare Theorem 
14.4).
§16. A FEW  CURIOUS PROPERTIES
It is proved in [6], Corollary 8.29, that SAP(G~* if) (see §4) is isomorphic to C(G—*K) 
where G is the non-archimedean Bohr compactification of G, which result is in perfect 
harmony to the theory of complex valued almost periodic functions. For AP(G —* if), 
however, the situation is different.
THEOREM  16.1. Let G be divisible. If the characteristic of the residue class field of 
K is zero, assume in addition that G is a torsion group. Then the norm on AP(G —► if) 
is multiplicative.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 we may assume that if  is algebraically closed. By the Theorems
14.2 and 15.6 and continuity it suffices to prove that ||/fif||oo — |jƒ  j|oo||j?!|oo for ƒ  = 
X) Aw.a, g =  52 Mo-“ » where Y  is a finite subset of G and Aa, G if . By divisibility
of G the group Gfe is torsion free so there exists an isomorphism cr of Zn onto the group 
generated by Y. The formula
#  *«**) =  £  
i'GZn ¿GZn
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defines a homomorphism <f> of K[Xi , Jf^“1,. . . ,  X n, X ”1] into AP(G —► K ) whose image 
contains ƒ  and g. With the Gauss norm on K [ X it is easily seen 
that <j> is an isometry. It is well known that the Gauss norm is multiplicative. Hence,
Wf9\\oo = II ƒ II ooll^ ll oo-
Remark. By Theorem 4.1 SAP(G K) is generated by idempotents. So, with G as 
in Theorem 16.1, we have SAP(G —► K) =  K. 1 Thus, for example, if G is divisible we 
have
AP(G Qp) = SAP(G Qp) = JO  
AP(G -  Op) - ^  [AP(G -  Qp)]op
(see the second Remark following Theorem 3.3).
The next observation is also worth mentioning as max{|/(x)| : x € G} does not always 
exist for ƒ  E AP(G —+ K ).
PROPOSIT ION  16.2 Let K be algebraically closed with residue class field k. Assume 
that G is a torsion group if char k = 0, p-divisible if char k = p ^  0. Then for each 
AP(G —► K) we have ||ƒ ||oo € |if|*
Proof. By Theorems 14.2 and 15,6
ll/lloo = II X ) Aa.alloo = max |A„| 6 |tf|.
f
Remark. Do the almost periodic functions separate the points of G? In general the 
answer is no (see the above remark). If K  is algebraically closed and has characteristic 
zero then for any abelian G the characters, hence the almost periodic functions, separate 
the points of G . But this conclusion is, in general, false if K  has characteristic p /  0 
(if G = Qp/Zp, then G^ consists only of the unit character. By Theorem 15.6 we have
AP{G -► K) =  \G$\ = K .l).
§17. ALM OST PER IO D IC  FUNCTIONS ON Qp
As an application of the previous theory we consider the if-Banach algebra CAP(Qp—t 
K) consisting of all continuous almost periodic functions Qp —* K  (where the additive 
group Qp has the p-adic topology). We assume that the characteristic of the residue 
class field k of K  is p and that K  is algebraically closed (e.g. K  = Cp).
THEOREM  17.1 Let K be as above, let f  € CAP(Qp -+ K).
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(i) There exists a unique invariant mean M on CAP(Qp —► K).
(ii) The K-valued continuous characters form an orthonormal base ofCAP(Qp —+ K).
(iii) The norm on CAP(Qp —► K) is multiplicative.
(iv) ||/||oo G \K\.
(v) f  is uniformly continuous.
(vi) If a G Qp, a ^  0 the function h : x /(ax) u also almost periodic and M(h) =
M (f).
(vii) If  /(Qp) is compact then f  is constant.
(viii) If  ƒ  ± 0 then | f s - f\\eo < ll/IU  for all s G Qp.
(ix) If  max{|/(s)| : x G Qp} tAen | ƒ  | u cotwitmi.
(x) There exists a sequence in Qp with lim |a;ni =  oo and lim |/(£n)|
ll/IU-
(xi) If  X  C Qp w compact and h ; X  K  is continuous then there is an ƒ  € 
CAP(Qp —► if) extending h. If e > 0 we may choose f  such that
\\fU<(l + e)mz.x{\h(x)\:x£X}.
(In other words, the restriction CAP(Qp —> K) ~+ C(X  —> K) is a quotient 
mapping.)
Proof. Keeping in mind that Qp is a divisible group and that C7AP(Qp —> K) C 
AP(Qp —► K ) is a special Qp-module in the sense of §7 we have the following.
(i) Theorems 7,6 and 15*7.
(ii) By Theorem 15.6 ƒ  has an expansion
f ^ Y ' X ^ a  (Xa G K)
oev
where Y is a subset of (Qp)£, Y at most countable, Xa 0 for each a G Y. We prove 
that /? G Y implies continuity of ƒ?. The formula
/  j
defines a <j> G AP(Qp —► K)1 with ||^|| < 1. By Proposition 5.2
« ^  tu * )  =  <t>(Y2A<*a (s)-a ) =  ^?p (s)
or
is in (cqfQp )e} hence continuous. As Xp ^  0, ft is continuous.
(iii) Theorem 16.1.
(iv) Proposition 16.2.
(v) Follows from (ii).
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(vi) h is bounded and continuous. From hs =  /ai o r (s E Qp), where r is the map 
x a x ,  it follows easily that h E AP(Qp—►!£). The map N E CAP(Qp-+ K)’ defined 
by
N(g) = M(g or) (g E CAP(Qp -+ K )) 
has norm 1, N( 1) = 1. For each s E Qp
N(<7*) = J  g(s + ax)dM(x) =  J  g(s -f- a(x — a-1s))dM(a;) — J  g(ax)dM(x)
= J(go r)dM (x )- N (g ).
Then, N is an invariant mean on CAP(Qi, —► if). By uniqueness, M  =  iV, and (vi) 
follows.
(vii) See the Remark following Theorem 16.1.
(viii) By (ii) ƒ  has an expansion Aa,a where the a5s are continuous characters. Then 
ƒ. =  £  Aa«(«).a so that
(*) ||/j “  /||oo = max|ACT| \a(s) — 1|
Now for each continuous character a on Q« we have lim ct(s)pn =  lim o:(pns) =s 1 ,
n—+oo n—too
By [9], Theorem 32.2 we have |o;(s) — 1| < 1 , and (viii) follows from (*).
(ix) We may assume ƒ  ^  0. Let |/(a)| = | ƒ  ||oo- Then, for each x E Qp,
| ƒ(*) - /(a)| = |/i-a(a) - /(a)| < | | - ƒ« «  < | ƒ  H« = \f(a)\ 
implying |/(a;)| = |/(a)|.
(x) By (ix) we may suppose that max{|/($)| : x E Qp} does not exist. Let • •
be a sequence in Qp such that lim |/(xn)| = ||ƒ ||oo* If X  C Qp is compact then
n—*00
max{|/(a;)| : x E X} < ||/||oo implying xn £ X  for large n. It follows that lim |sn
n—*QO
oo.
(xi) We may assume X  =  Zp (extend h to a continuous function h\ on some pnZp D X , 
with hi(pnZp) =  h(X) (for example by [9], Theorem 76.2), extend x »-+ hi(p~nx) 
(a: E Zp) to an almost periodic function fx and set f(x) = fi(pnx)). From [2], Théorème 
2 it follows that h has a (nonunique) expansion
OO
h =  T  A„/3„0m
n=1
« « * * «
where Pu ft,2,- - - are distinct locally constant characters on Zp, where A3 ,A2r . • E K  with 
lim An = 0 and \Xn\ < (1 + e)max{|/i(x)| : x E Zp} for each n E N. By the alge-
n—►oo
braic closedness of K  each (3n extends to a character an of Qp (which is automatically 
continuous). Then ƒ  := is the required extension.
PROBLEM . (Compare Theorem 17.1 (x)). Let ƒ  E CAP(Qp —► Cp). Let
be a sequence in Qp, lim |sn| =  00. Do we have lim |/(a;n)i =  ||/||oo?
n—too n«—too
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APPEN D IX
Throughout this appendix K  is a complete nonarchimedean valued field with a nontrivial 
valuation | |. We assume throughout that K  is algebraically closed, and spherically 
complete.
§A .l. L IN EAR MAPS ON FIN ITE D IM ENSIONAL NORM ED SPACES
PROPOSIT ION  A.1.1. Let (i£, | ||) be an m-dimensional normed space over K 
(m E N). Let T E C(E) and let e > 0. Then there exists an orthogonal basis c i,. . . ,  em 
of E such that
(i) 1 H-e > ||ex|| > ||621| > ... > ||em| > 1,
(ii) the matrix of T with respect to ea, .., ,em is upper triangular.
Proof. By the algebraic closedness of K , elementary algebra yields a basis gXi... ,gm 
of E  such that T[g\, . . . ,  $,*] C  [<7i,, , . ,  ff*] for each i E {1,..., m} i.e., the matrix of T 
with respect to <7i, . . . ,  <7m is upper triangular. As K  is spherically complete we can 
find orthogonal f j , f 2 ,... fm such that [fi, . . . ,  ƒ,*] = [ffi, . . . ,  <?;] for each i E {1,..., m}. 
Obviously, the matrix of T with respect to / i m is upper triangular. Since the 
valuation of K  is dense we can find Ai , . ,  Am E K  such that (i) is satisfied where
e* := A; fi (1 < i < m)
Then clearly we also have (ii).
PROPOSIT ION  A. 1.2. Let (£?, | ||) be an m-dimensional normed space over K} let 
e > 0, let T E £(E). Suppose that e*,. . . ,  em is an orthogonal base of E such that
l+e>||ci||>||c2||>...>||cm||>l
and suppose the matrix (itJ) of T with respect to ei , . . . ,  em is upper triangular. Let
|T| =^051x1^
=  : x 6 E ' x ^
Then
(i) |T|<||T||<(l + e)|T|
(ii) If  T is invertible,
& > ( i  + e)-1|r|-m+1|detr| ( i e S . i / 0)
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h i  *12 • • • h m  \
¿22
*
♦
© tmm ' 
let i € {1,..., m}. We have ||Te,'|| < ||T|| ||ej|| and, by orthogonality,
Proof, (i) The matrix of T with respect to e i,..., em is
l
We find for each i € {1,..., rri)
< ||T||
j<>
m
implying \T\ < ||T||. To prove that ||T|| <(14- e)|T|, let x =  £  £«e* e where & € if
i = = i
for each i. We have
m m %
||T*|| = 1153^11  = l l E E i . ^ e y l l  < ITImaxli.-l •max||eJ.||
»=1 i= 1 j=l
<(1 + E)|r|max|i,| < (l + e)|T|max||ijC<|| = (1 + e)|iT|||s|[.
(ii) The matrix of T-1 is also upper triangular so applying (i) to T 1 we find
IIT~'x\\ ^
11*11
< ( l + e)|r-1| (x e E ,x ^ 0 )
i.e.
l|Ty|1 ^ ( l  + e)-1|T-1r 1 ( y e E , y ^  0)
Ill/ll
By [4], Theorem 1.13(d) we .have |T 1[ < | detT| 1\T\m 1 and (ii) follows
PRO PO SIT ION  A.1.3. Let (J0, | ||) be an m-dimensional normed space over K. 
Let T e C(E) with ||T|| < 1, let Ai,... Am be the eigenvalues of T (counted with multi­
plicity). For any c € (0,1], let (?i,. . . ,  Gn be the partition of {1,..., m} induced by the 
equivalence relation
i ~ j  if |A;-Aj|<c (z, j  € {1,... ,m}
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D{ ~  Ker (T - Xjl) (i 6 {1,..., n})
i  6Gi
Then we have:
(i) Each Di is invariant under T. The eigenvalues ofT\Di are precisely {A ƒ : j  G (?»} 
(so their distances are < c).
(ii) E  = ±  D{.
i= 1
i 2 f
(iii) D u ..., Dn is a c*m -orthogonal family of subspaces.
•  - ^  j  # 
Proof. Elementary linear algebra yields (i) and (ii). We shall prove c*m -orthogonality 
of Du ... Dn, We may suppose n > 1. For reasons of symmetry it is enough to prove
(*) \\d± + 4* •• • 4- ¿n|| > c im ||di|| (d; € for each ¿)
Set
Consider the operator
5 : = n n ( ï ' - v ) = n ( ; r - v )
»>i jGOi yex
where := G2 U. . .U Gn. Then S is zero on Di for each i > 1 and SDi C D i,  \\S\ <1. 
Hence,
(1) ||<il + * * * 4 ¿n|| > || (^^ i + * * - 4* *»)|| — H^iII
Let e > 0.
By Proposition A.1.1 there exists an orthogonal base ei,. . . , er of D i such that 1 4- e > 
ei|| > ... > ||er| > 1 and such that the matrix of T\Di with respect to e i,. . . ,  er has 
the form
Ai, ★
© A ir
where {ti,... ,tr} — Gx. Proposition A. 1.2 (i) yields that the entries of the matrix are 
all in i?(0,1) C K . For each j  £ X  the matrix of (T — \jI)\Di has the form
«
A- — A ■
©  A j r — A j
and so the matrix of S\D\ (with respect to ei,. . . ,  er) has the form
n iex(Aû ~A j)
© II jexi^ ir — Ajf)
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We have
(2) | det 5|Di | = J J  [ J  |A, - A,| > c#°'-*x > ci
ieo i iex
►
as max{x(m — a) : a: € {1,..., m — 1}} < \m2 
Now apply Proposition A.1.2 (ii) to We find
11*411 > (l + ^ r M ^ IA r ^ ld e t S IA l  ll^ll (dx € Di)
Now |5|Di| < 1, so |S,pi|~r+1 > 1. W ith (2) we obtain
i i ^ x i i ^ a + e r c ^ i K n .
Combining this with (1) we get
II* + • * ■ + ¿n|| > (1 +e)-1C^m ||*||-
But this inequality holds for each e > 0 and (*) follows.
PROPOSIT ION  A . 1.4. Lei E be a finite dimensional space over K, let | ||i and 
| ||2 be norms on E . Then ikere exists a base of E that is orthogonal with respect 
to\\ ||i and | ||2.
Proof. [4], Theorem 1.11 or [1].
§A.2. M ATRICES
Throughout §A.2 the characteristic of the residue class field k of K  is p ^  0. We fix an
m e N.
For an m x m matrix a : =  (a,j) with entries in K  we set
a| := mapclaij
It is easy to verify that a »-* |a| is an algebra norm on the if-algebra of all m X m 
matrices with entries in if . We Bet
/ i
u :=
1
1
\ ©
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1 /
p(a) := inf{|<* — Au|: A 6 K}
Clearly, p is a seminorm on the if-vector space of all m x m-matrices, and p(a) < 
for all m X m-matrices a.
We may express p(a) in terms of the a,-y:
LEMMA A .2.1. Let a = (afJ) be an m x m matrix. Then
p(a) = max la« - V max \ast |.
I
Proof. Denote the right hand expression by /5(a). For each j  £ {1,,.., m} we have
p(ot) < |a — ajju\ =  max |a;; — ajj*| V max|a,*|
i
I
so that p(a) < p(a). To prove the opposite inequality, let A £ if. Then
For an m x m-matrix o: we define p(a) to be the distance of a to Ku i.e.
|a — Au| = max |a,*; — A| V max
i *
Since for each i, j  6 {1,..., m}
la,*,* ~ l i^i Aj V |A a * f 33
we have
As A 6 if  was arbitrary, p(a) < />(<*)*
LEM M A A .2.2. For m Xm matrices a — (ciij), p =  (6»j)
p(aP) < \a\p(P) V p(ot)\P\.
Proof. Let A*, A2, ... and ¿¿i, /i2, ... be sequences in if  for which
p(a) =  lim \a — Anu
n—+oo
p(p) =  lim \/3- finti
n—*oo
Then for all n E N
\<*0 - An/inu| < |a/3 - An£| V \\nfi - A„^„u|
< |a - An«| |/?| V |A„| \fi -
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Now we have |An| = |Anu| < \a — Anu| V |a| so that lim sup |An| < p(a) V \a\ — |a| and 
we find
n-^ oo
p(afi) < lim sup Iaft - A„/xnu| < p(a)|/?| V \a\
n-+oo
D EFIN IT IO N  A .2.3. Let c € (0,1). Let Mc be the set of ail upper triangular m x m 
matrices a =  (ay) for which |a| < 1 and max |aft — ajj | < c.
It is not hard to see that Mc is a ring. Let a E Mc. Prom Lemma A.2.2 we obtain 
p(an) < p(ci) for each n € N. In particular
n h* p(apn )
is decreasing. We shall prove that lim p(ap ) = 0 uniformly on M c. More specifically:
n—*oq
PROPOSIT ION  A.2.4* Let km be a number such that (p ™), (*2™)»’ * are a^
divisible by p. Then for each a 6 MCJ each n 6 N
p(apnhm)< T np(a)
where r := max(c, |p|).
Proof. We first prove the statement for n = 1 (this is the hard part). Write a as a 
sum of a diagonal matrix and a nilpotent one:
a u  *  \  / a u  6  \  ( °  ° i 2  ” ■ f l l m
a +
V e o
An easy computation yields
|Ai/ - i/A[ = niax|ay| \au-ajj\ < c|i/|
implying
«
Phm /  k \
ttf‘ "  ( P f ) A p‘m-V| < c \v \ < t \v
Now, since vm — 0 and (p,m)r . *>(m—l) 2X6 divisible by p,
<|p| max |^*'| = |p| \v \ < t \v
l<$<m
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aPkn> -  Ap*m | <  r\u\
By Lemma A.2.1 we have |i/| = p(u) < p(a) so that 
(**) p(a’,km - Xpim ) <  rp(a)
Next, we estimate p(\r>m ). We have
(<C e
Thus, we obtain from (*)
X” =
\ e « 5 *mmm
Since |an — a jj| < c we have by Lemma A.2.5 below
- ««I < ’’I“« - Oil I < rp(A)33
So
p(A') < rp(A)
Certainly,
p(Xpkm) < rp(\) <  rp(a)
Combined with (**) this implies
which concludes the proof for n — 1. The proof of the induction step n — 1 >-* n is 
standard. Since ap 6 Mc we have by the first part
p(at’,nkm) < rp(arln l)*m )
By the induction hypothesis
p K ' " ' 1”" " ) <  r "- V (a )
yielding
/>(ap"*m) < rnp(a)
LEMMA A.2.5. Let a, 6 G If , |a| = 1, |6| = 1, \a — 6| < 1. Then |a? — IP| < r|a — 6| 
where r = max(|a — &|, |p|). Jf} in addition, \a — 6| > *“\/ip| then \ap — bp\ =  |a — 6|p. 
Proof. For the first statement, see [9], Lemma 32.1. To prove the second one we may 
suppose 6 = 1. Set a := 1 + We have
ap — 1 =  Up + E
1=1
For i 6 {1,.. .p ~ 1}
" )«*! < ipi m * <  m p-1m  -  lu1”
It follows that |ap — 1| = |up| = |a — l|p.
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